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No component defined
The organizational unit drop down in new LIB/NIB/FIB search windows defaults for the user avdeling
if no information for selecting a node comes from DIPS.
[ RENO-6245 ]

Imported prescriptions with outdated FEST data should no longer be updated on import.
[ RENO-7442 ]

Rejecting draft prescriptions with more thatn 24 hours will no cause any application issues.
Seponated draft prescriptions with more than 24 hours will now appear.
[ RENO-7912 ]

In the clipboard copy of the VIB, the text "Nødvending oppfølging av legemiddelliste:..." is now only
shown after a preliminary confirmation on admission. This text is not shown after the VIB is confirmed
(final confirmation).
[ RENO-8049 ]

Made sure that assistant making suggestions becomes the "registrert/sist endret av" and stays that
way after doctor accepts, who becomes the "gojkent av".
[ RENO-8080 ]

PLO information is now saved before registering as LIBansvarlig from the patient info update screen.
[ RENO-8282 ]

Prescribing a kosttilskudd (that forces Reg) does not set the default prescription type to Reg. It
remains unchanged.
[ RENO-8484 ]

Database merge will now merge VIB confirmations according to the following rules:
- Retains VIB confirmations from the primary database if the patient does not have any confirmations
on the secondary DB;
- Copy VIB confirmations from the secondary database to the primary database if the patient has
prescriptions only on the secondary DB;
- Delete confirmations from the primary database and do not copy confirmations from the secondary
database if patient has confirmations on both DBs.
[ RENO-8764 ]

Fix ATC code comparison when comparing local CAVE with remote CAVE coming in via M25.x
[ RENO-9055 ]

Validation frame on CAVE from RF in samstemming should now be the same size as the grid
containing the validation error.
[ RENO-9057 ]

Delivery mode drop down no longer shows up when prescribing vaccines.
[ RENO-9223 ]

The document "E-resept FM - EPJ API and Technical Specification" has been updated based on
comments from Ole M. Winnem
[ RENO-9370 ]

The FM installation guide has been updated based on comments from OMW

[ RENO-9371 ]

A new FM updater extension has been added that sets the FM database (and the corresponding
documents database(s)) to full recovery mode in places where it is in simple recovery mode.
[ RENO-9373 ]

For new db's when In system configuration, specifically in anticoagulant settings when no FEST has
been downloaded a message is displayed instructing the admin user to download FEST before editing
anticoagulant settings.
[ RENO-9399 ]

A prescription imported from the andre forskrivning with invalid refusjon code will now be available
for renewal if the user chooses to renew it as a local reg.
When renewing these types of prescriptions the user will be asked if he wants to recall any older
existing ones.
[ RENO-9427 ]

Administrators can now configure if organization lists during prescriptions are filtered by "avdeling" or
if the full hierarchy is listed.
[ RENO-9441 ]

Selected Organization in S11 will only be remembered between S.11 and S.15 if the EPJ has not sent
over information about an avdeling and if no default avdeling is available for the user.
The option to always override "EPJ/default user avdeling" can be activated via system administration.
[ RENO-9442 ]

All changes from version 2.14 have been merged into this versions
[ RENO-9453 ]

Expired kur is now shown when taking over as LIB-ansvarlig, but without any possible actions.
In the next M25.1 it is sent with seponeringsinformation and with questions answered.
[ RENO-9557 ]

When a user answers questions (accept / reject) a messages and spinner is displayed instead of the
buttons, to prevent them being pressed during answer.
[ RENO-9573 ]

Kodeverk 7426 updated (fetched from volven.no the 12.01.2015)
[ RENO-9587 ]

The RF lookup process (signing & sending of M9.11 and M9.5 messages) has been restructured to
make it more maintainable and fixed to avoid "freezing" that would sometimes occur.
[ RENO-9625 ]

Fixed a problem where Helfo applications could not be sent when running multiple instances of the
FM server
[ RENO-9626 ]

In prescription view, pressing mini AK history button with the history popup visible will now close the
popup, not close and reopen.
[ RENO-9631 ]

Fixes to medendring flag on M25.1 messages.
[ RENO-9641 ]

Prevented exception to be thrown while editing simple structured dosing, typing fast, and short
dosing list needs to update (e.g. is empty) before edit is complete.
[ RENO-9649 ]

When "do not combine with other medications" is checked in advanced structured dosing view, it is
not removed unless a user edits the simple or advanced dosing
[ RENO-9667 ]

Will not be allowed to save a prescription with 3A or 3B refusjon without havint registered an
application or information about application
[ RENO-9669 ]

Resepter that have been in the LIB (are currently in the LIB, are renewed, are seponert) AND that are
recalled are not shown in Andre Forskrivninger.
All others are shown in Andre forskrivninger if they are not in the VIB.
[ RENO-9670, ]

Fix undo after rejecting an outdated fest prescription import with assistant.
[ RENO-9689 ]

Fixed a defect which prevented drafts made by assistants from being rejected after more then 24 hrs
and made sure the undo loop used to reject assistants suggestions works as intended, i.e. undoes
until consecutive assistants touch is no longer present.
[ RENO-9694 ]

When a prescription is deleted, it is included in M25.1 with seponeringsinfo if it is the only
prescription in the treatment.If there are previous prescriptions in the treatment (which will become
active in LIB), the prescription currently active in the LIB is included in the M25.1.
[ RENO-9698 ]

INR values are no longer included in structured dosing in M1 and M25.1.
[ RENO-9706 ]

Fixed error when sending an e-resept (M1) for a foreign patient without FNR/DNR.
[ RENO-9739 ]

A new M25.1 message is placed in the queue after LIB-ansvarlig performs CAVE samstemming
updates.
[ RENO-9740 ]

FM no longer sends out in M25.1 messages duplicate CAVE entries registered on
LegemiddelMerkevare.
[ RENO-9746 ]

When mapping from LegemiddelVirkestoff to LegmiddelMerkevare the FM the mapping is now based
on the following:
VirkestoffMedStyrke list should be the same.
Legemiddelform should be the same.
ATC code should be the same.
Reseptgruppe should be the same.
[ RENO-9753 ]

Fix Previous LIB-ansvarlig doctor from a different organization showing as the current LIB-ansvarlig.
[ RENO-9777 ]

Validation of "Forskriver" element (EpjApi):
If user name is specified, but user cannot be found locally, full name and hpr id are required and the
element invalidates if those aren't specified the same should happen if user name is specified but
can't be found locally.
[ RENO-9773 ]

A new scheduled task that rebuilds fragmented database indexes.has been added. It runs every
Sunday, 4 hours after the scheduled database backup starts, or at 5 o'clock if no backups are
scheduled.
[ RENO-9776 ]

Samstemming for non-LIB-ansvarlig doctor no longer shows rejected LIB-elements.
[ RENO-9797 ]

When exporting patients SamtykkeM96 flag will be set to true if an unending samtykke has been
registered for the patient in all configured institutions. Otherwise it will be set to false.
[ RENO-9790 ]

Fix error when local CAVE records are deleted via samstemming.
[ RENO-9833 ]

Rekvirent is now shown in the LIB after adding prescription coming in via M25.2.
[ RENO-9834 ]

FM no longer duplicates CAVE entries when adding rejected CAVE items in samstemming,
[ RENO-9840 ]

New buttons ("Oppslag RF", "Signer og send" and "Avbryt" ) in the warning dialog when RF lookup
has not been done the same day, before Sign and Send screen (S22) is shown.
[ RENO-9849 ]

Helfo applications with refusjonskode for paragraph 3a will always appear in the M1 whatever the
status is
[ RENO-9852 ]

Added LegemiddelUtenMt to freetext medications M1 and removed the Produktinformasjon
[ RENO-9854 ]

The merge database option is now not visible by default, an explicit parameter in the system
configuration needs to be activated
[ RENO-9857 ]

Pending M1 is now dropped from sign/send queue when incoming resept is linked in samstemming
and kept active.
[ RENO-9890 ]

Fixed a problem in printing report of type AkJournalListe via the SkrivUt EPJ API method. It would fail if
NesteInrKontroll was not specified.
[ RENO-9896 ]

